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Paul, Pete, Steve, Pat, Keith & Brian before Stac Pollaidh 

At Rana Hole, Keith looking for Claonite Paul in the entrance to Uamh an Tartair (Cave of the Roaring) 
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Paul in Allt Nan Uamh System (ANUS) 
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Sunday, 13 April - Walk, Vall de Bóquer 

Having gone wrong en route to where we needed to park, we 
were late arriving. 

We met Jenny, Joan and Elaine on our way through the pass, 
busy birding and they said the others were half an hour in front 
– no chance of catching up then!! 

When we reached the drop down to the beach – a beautiful 
spot that I’d been to with some friends a few years before, this 
is the only route to get there - we turned across the valley and 
started to scramble up the slope.  It was hot and airless and I 
had to stop and put legs back on my trousers because I was 
getting scratched to bits and tape up my big toes.  Further on, I 
started to feel sick, probably from overheating.  I needed to 
stop, but it was too hot and there was no shade.  At the top of 
the ridge was a sheer drop to the sea and at that point Paul 
decided he’d had enough.  Keith obviously wanted to continue 
and so did I, although I wasn’t sure how well it would go.  
Almost as soon as we started moving off again, I started to 
feel ill again.  At that point Keith spotted Boyd approaching 
from below – they’d been to the beach.  They were the ones 
who’d been whistling and shouting. 

I decided to go down and Keith went on with Boyd, Trish, 
Simon and Shaun.  On the way back, Paul and I met the ladies 
having lunch.  Joan didn’t seem too concerned that Brian had 
gone with Pete, who was attempting to climb straight up from 
the beach – a route that looked tricky at best! - and along the 
ridge.  We headed steadily back to the car. 

Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Keith Slatcher, Jenny Potts, 
Elaine Booth, Joan Potts, Boyd Potts, Tricia Webber, Simon 
Wynne, Shaun Wynne, Brian Potts & Pete Wagstaff. 

Karen Slatcher 

 

Monday, 14 April - Walk around Lluc 
Monastery 

Parked up and got our boots on.  We walked out of the car 
park back onto the lane and turned right off in the direction of 
Refugi Son Amer, which we passed not long after.  Climbing 
steadily we headed up through the holm oak woods to 
s’Ermita and shortly afterwards took our first side route of the 
day to a viewpoint.  We then stopped for a snack as it was 
about 12:35 and we’d been walking an hour. 

From there we topped out at the col and began heading down a 
track through the woods.  We hit a tarmac road at the entrance 
to an old water bottling plant and shortly after was an 
education centre.  Through their field area and we continued 
dropping to a well and picnic site, at which point Paul said he 
wondered whether we needed to think about leaving the 
GR221, which we’d been following and was really well 
signposted.  At this point we realised that we’d gone horribly 
wrong and should have turned after the enormous oak that I’d 
photographed earlier.  Bugger! 

Back up we went, having gone probably a mile and a half out 
of our way, found the turn and headed down it.  We got into 

talking about the club and the good old days.  We finally 
stopped at another Refugi to finish lunch.  On we went to 
another well (Font de Mina), then down to an underpass under 
the Ma-10.  After a while we realised that was wrong and 
re-traced our steps through the picnic area to cross the road 
and into a fascinating bouldery area.  We then started dropping 
again and came to a section of track through an olive grove. 

After another climb and another viewpoint, we turned right 
onto another path that began to drop steeply.  Trish was 
struggling because her legs were aching from the previous day 
and my feet were sore.  We came to another charcoal-burners’ 
hut and shortly after the left hand turn to Es Camell and a final 
viewpoint, perched on the edge of the rock – very funky! 

From there, there was a final drop down to a dry river bed, the 
monks’ football pitch and back onto the lane to the car park. 

Our walk had taken 6½ hours (not 3½!) although we had gone 
fairly badly wrong twice and lost at least ¾ hour, plus stops of 
at least half an hour.  Not quick anyway! 

Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher & Tricia Webber 

Karen Slatcher 

 

Tuesday, 15 April - Cova Sa Campana 

From the car park were several routes up the hillside.  Keith 
went to the left, Waggy in the middle and Ash to the right, and 
for some reason, Dave, Boyd, Brian, myself and Paul followed 
him.  Almost immediately it turned into a scramble and we 
hadn’t gone that far before Paul decided that it was too much 
for his ankle and turned back.  I gave him the car key and 
continued, following Brian.  Boyd kept hanging back, giving 
us a chance to see where they were going and we went up to a 
top, turned right and descended into a gully, before following 
this into the next valley.  From there we dropped quite steeply, 
me in front by this time, and suddenly could see the others in 
front traversing along.  We followed them and found everyone 
parked up and snacking, ready to go into a walking size 
entrance into the hillside. 

I quickly realised that I was going to be in trouble having 
made the decision to cave in my old walking boots, as I nearly 
went over just inside the entrance and then did a face plant and 
bashed my left elbow on the first pitch.  I joined Ash and 
Keith at the bottom and we wandered around the chamber and 
found the way on to the right.  As we clambered down, we 
turned left (although I didn’t realise that at the time).  The 
head of the next pitch was a bit more ‘normal’, dropping to a 
rebelay and another muddy slope.  Below that we went into a 
much smaller passage and a tight rift and a drop down onto a 
pile of boulders, which I struggled with.  Then more of the 
same. 

The chambers were big, the decorations large and really quite 
awesome in parts and I spent a lot of time on the slopes on my 
backside so that I didn’t fall down.  Pete helped me down one 
bit.  The lowest chamber we got to was immense with masses 
of helictites and a round pool near the next pitch, which is 
60m and we didn’t have a rope for.  After all the horrible 
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sloping pitches above, this one actually looked semi vertical – 
typical!  Boyd hadn’t come down the last pitch and Ash soon 
headed up, so Keith and I decided to follow, leaving Pete and 
Dave to de-rig and bring Brian out.  Keith had to help me back 
up the awkward tight bits, but otherwise, it was just hard work 
and I was literally dripping with sweat, my clothing sodden – 
not very pleasant.  I clearly need a lightweight ‘normal’ 
oversuit, rather than the AV, with its waterproof lining! 

We finally surfaced after about four hours, sat and chatted 
with Ash for a while and then began to head back to the car.  
Boyd came up to meet us and show us the easiest way down to 
the cars. 

Pete Wagstaff, Dave Phillips, Ashley Hiscock, Boyd Potts, 
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Brian Potts. 

Karen Slatcher 

 

Wednesday, 16 April - Over Fumat to Cala 
Murta 

Stopped at a layby past the tunnel and walked back along the 
road a few hundred metres to pick up a footpath on the left.  
Followed this to a section of zigzags up to Col de la Creu, then 
went up onto Fumat (334m).  Having admired the view from 
the top, we re-traced our steps to the col and went down the 
zigzags on the far side into the valley below, then back up 
again to another col and a narrow gap cut in the rock for an 
electric supply to the lighthouse.  The ‘path’ was the only 
route to the lighthouse until 1968 when the actual road was 
built.  We dropped right back down into the valley and so 
down to a small beach at Cala Murta. 

We found a suitable place to sit and just as I got my butties 
and crisps out, I was accosted by the Billy goat, who’d been 
lying in the sun minding his own business.  Walking away 
didn’t work and climbing up towards some boulders didn’t 
either.  I didn’t want to aggravate him in case he got nasty, but 
he was very persistent and in the end we settled into some sort 
of truce where I just held everything up out of reach, while 
eating and he stood there looking pathetic and hungry.  Once 
I’d finished eating, it was safe to sit down again and 
‘Mr Smelly’, as Paul had christened him, went in search of 
easier meat (so to speak!), ie the German girls below us and 
then some other folk on the far side of the beach.  It’s good to 
share, so they say! 

Shortly after we started back up and having taken quite a few 
of the short cuts, found ourselves back at the car by shortly 
after 4pm, which surprised me. 

Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 

 

Thursday, 17 April – Walk across the 
Alcúdia Peninsula 

We followed a broad track up through the trees, that wound 
around the hill climbing fairly steeply, but easy walking.  We 
eventually hit a smaller path and after a short steep section on 
a short cut (!), we got on the right path and began the climb up 
to the top. 

It seemed fairly easy overall and traversed half way around the 
top of the hill.  The views were pretty spectacular from the top 
and we stopped by a couple of ruined buildings and had first 
lunch, before beginning the long descent down to Refugi at 
Collet des Coll Baix, where we had second lunch.  This whole 
section was out in the sun and was quite warm. 

From the refugi, we followed another broad track down the 
valley and turned right onto a path and followed a smaller 
valley back upstream again.  It was all dry and there were big 
banks of layers of stones. 

We came across a small clearing where about 40-50 small 
cairns had been built and just as we emerged from there I saw 
a hoopoe of all things, although because I got over-excited and 
shouted back to the others I disturbed it, it flew away and they 
didn’t get to see it – whoops! 

Continued up the valley, up and over the col and descended 
another small valley.  There was one deep stagnant pool of 
water, but otherwise it was dry.  Leaving the path briefly, I 
managed to bash my left shin on a branch sticking out, which 
bled for quite a while.  The undergrowth is brutal on this 
island! 

We dropped down to a more open area and a large water 
reservoir and picked up another decent track.  I was beginning 
to flag by this time.  Turning off this further on, we began the 
up and down back to the car park, with the final ascent a real 
sting in the tail. 

We were putting our things in the car with the intention of 
going for an ice cream and drink, when Keith’s voice could be 
heard from somewhere.  After looking around, I finally 
twigged that he’d been sleeping in Dave’s car, which we’d 
parked next to this morning!!!!! 

Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher & Tricia Webber. 

Karen Slatcher 

 

Friday, 18 April - Cove Campanet 

We parked up and paid and Elaine and I shot off to the loo, 
nearly missing the start of the tour. 

The cave was very well decorated, like a miniature of the 
caves in Slovenia.  The main difference was that the 
decorations looked as though they were peeling away from the 
roof and there appeared to be quite a lot of fracturing.  Still 
definitely worth a visit. 

From the cave we drove back to Alcúdia found somewhere to 
park and walked around the outside of the old church and into 
the town to find somewhere for a drink and a bite to eat. 

Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Tricia Webber & Elaine Booth. 

Karen Slatcher 
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ORPHEUS IN GRAMPIAN ORPHEUS IN GRAMPIAN ORPHEUS IN GRAMPIAN ORPHEUS IN GRAMPIAN 2014201420142014    

Friday, 23 May to Friday, 30 MayFriday, 23 May to Friday, 30 MayFriday, 23 May to Friday, 30 MayFriday, 23 May to Friday, 30 May    
 
 
Members who stayed all week – Jenny Potts, Boyd Potts, 
Brian Potts, Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher. 
Pete Hartshorne & Pat stayed Friday 23rd to Tuesday, 27th. 
Steve White stayed Friday 23rd to Wednesday 28th. 
 

Saturday, 24 May - Cnoc Nam Uamh 
     (Hill of the Caves) 

We parked at a car park near the Inchnadamph Hotel, got 
changed and walked the short distance north along the road to 
the track leading up the Traligill valley. 

The first field on the left had five red deer stags in it happily 
grazing, completely unconcerned by humans no more than 
thirty feet away.  After taking photos, we followed the track 
for perhaps 2km, eventually reaching a footbridge taking the 
footpath over the small river.  At this point we decided to 
investigate a promising-looking gorge off to our right.  By the 
time we got to it, it didn’t look that promising anymore, but 
the river was shallow, so Keith went off to investigate. 

Having already overheated and removed the top half of my 
oversuit, I couldn’t be bothered to follow him in, but I 
squatted just under the lowering roof.  Keith had vanished, but 
I couldn’t see where to, so I pulled my helmet, which was 
hanging on my belt, around to shine into the hole.  The water 
obviously sumped just inside, so he hadn’t gone that way, but 
up dip there appeared to be a crawling passage.  Realising that 
I was being dripped on, I retreated back into the pool and 
Keith soon re-appeared and said that it went a short way.  We 
took his word for it and re-traced our steps to the footbridge 
and continued across open moorland towards an obvious hole 
in the distance. 

We were almost there when I realised that my wetsuit gloves, 
which I’d stuffed inside my oversuit, were missing.  I looked 
back towards the bridge and got that sinking feeling when you 
know that you just don’t have the energy to go look for 
something and return.  Keith came to my rescue and we 
explored what turned out to be three entrances while we 
waited.  Keith returned with one glove and we hoped to find 
the other later. 

The entrance that you walk up to is known as The Waterslide 
(Uamh an Uisge - Cave of Water) for obvious reasons, there is 
a big open pothole above that, but around to the left is Uamh 
an Tartair (Cave of the Roaring) as the noise of water can still 
be heard.  This was our way in.  After a very short crawl, we 
entered a second chamber and shortly after encountered the 
streamway at Stream Chamber. 

We followed the water upstream but it sumped at a hanging 
sump, so we explored off to the far side of the chamber and 
found a grovel into a series of small grottos with small straws, 
the furthest of which also had a couple of small stal and 
curtains.  Continuing along a passage, at two different levels, 
we reached the water again.  There seemed to be a few 
different ways along the streamway at this point, either in or 
above the water, with a climb-up a thundering waterfall into 
Landslip Chamber. 

The geology in this area was really weird, with two different 
colours of limestone, what appeared to be hardened peat and 

some pink iron deposits and what may have been toadstone or 
something similar, a real mish-mash. 

There was another sump pool with a dive line in it, but we 
continued up to the right and into a series of tubes.  Keith had 
gone left and Paul went right.  I waited a while and heard 
Paul’s movements coming from the left tube, so I went that 
way.  It was all very muddy and it took a while to catch Paul 
up, but we then followed another even dirtier tube down to a 
static sump, where the floor was basically just peat and full of 
worms - eew! 

Retracing our steps, Keith went off through a scrotty hole on 
the left and we decided to leave him to it.  He was fairly sure it 
linked up to Landslip Chamber and he was probably right, but 
even he decided not to risk getting lost as it suddenly became 
mazey vertically as well as horizontally, so he gave up. 

We retraced our steps, sort of - there were one or two slight 
variations, with some exploration of a low aqueous passage on 
the way out - and walked back to the first little cave in the 
hope of finding my right glove, but no joy.  :o( 

TUG 2 hours – Karen Slatcher, Keith Slatcher & Paul Lydon 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 25 May - Stac Pollaidh 

With me leading (for some odd reason!) we started up the 
steep path to the col.  I kept trying to go slow, but I was also 
very conscious that everyone was close behind me because I 
wasn’t going very fast, so I probably went faster than I would 
have really liked and knackered myself out. 

With Steve coming up fast on the outside, I decided that I’d 
had enough.  It was clearly a long way to the top and I decided 
that I had no intention of going up there.  Everyone went past 
but Paul, who stopped and he read a bit from the book, 
obviously expecting me to continue. 

Paul needed to catch up with Keith, so he went off again to 
catch them up and I caught him up, finally managed to 
persuade him to give me the key and we went our separate 
ways.  I dare say that if it had been dry, I’d probably have 
gone a bit further and found somewhere sheltered to wait, but 
there seemed no point when it was pretty damp and miserable, 
so I headed for the car. 

Karen Slatcher, Brian Potts, Steve White, Pat, 
Pete Hartshorne, Paul Lydon & Keith Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 

Monday, 26 May - Allt Nan Uamh System 
      (ANUS) 

The entrance was in the northerly (left hand going upstream) 
side of the river bed and dropped into roomy passage, 
followed by a tubey bit and a short drop, into a sandy 
chamber.  Straight on was more bigger passage at Piccadilly, 
all very dry. 

Paul went to go down a small hole into the stream passage, but 
I suggested that we leave that until last (the best bits!) but also 
because if we got wet we’d get even muddier and leave wet 
patches on muddy slopes that would become really slippy. 
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We explored everything along the large series of chambers 
through Oxford Street (see page 2) and into Breakdown 
Chamber and had a look at Parallel Crawl, which was quite 
small.  Keith went further, but then turned around. 

Back-tracked to Piccadilly and turned right over and under to 
First Stream Chamber.  Initially we explored West Rift in the 
streamway and clambered up into some more grovelly tubes.  
There was plenty of marble-ised limestone in this area and 
quite a bit of breakdown.  On the way back, Keith attempted a 
climb up to an obvious void above, but after a chunk of rock 
fell off in his hand, he thought better of it! 

Back at First Stream Chamber, we went back up into 
Piccadilly and traversed around the hole to Drip Chamber 
(aptly named!) and so to a dead end. 

Turning right back down the passage, we came to The Pit, 
quite a big drop that had a hand line on it, but unless you were 
very fit, you wouldn’t want to attempt it!! 

Taking a crawl on the left, we grovelled off towards running 
water again, down a short section of wedged-in aluminium 
ladder and so to a couple of short lengths of passage leading to 
sumps.  There’s obviously quite a bit of digging going on at 
this point, but it’s all a bit dodgy!  Retracing our steps, we 
eventually came to the last hole.  Keith dropped down into it 
and quickly came to a sloping waterfall that I immediately 
recognised from our exploration of the streamway earlier on - 
doh!  On our original exploration, we’d just missed the easy 
way out to the right and the hole that Keith had tried to climb 
up out of, was another hole in the floor in Piccadilly!! 

We exited to blue sky and sunshine, which was a lovely 
surprise and saw loads of red deer on our walk back to the car. 
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher & Karen Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 

Tuesday, 27 May - Cúl Mór 

The initial sections were on a gently undulating path that was 
at least partially ‘paved’ with stone, so easy to follow and 
walk. 

As it became steeper, it turned into bog, although not deep 
bog, so it’s obviously not been that wet recently.  The long 
broad slope up to the bottom of the main hills proper just 
seems to go on and on and I was really tired. 

After continuing a little further we had a debate about how 
much further to go and eventually I agreed to continue to the 
‘top’ that we could see, but we hadn’t gone far when that ‘top’ 
turned out to be false.  Paul suggested we contour around to 
the northern side out of the wind a bit and we stopped for 
lunch, admiring Suilven in the distance. 

We then retraced our steps back to the car. 
Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Thursday, 29 May - Bone Caves & 
      Uamh an Claonaite 

Had a poke around in all the Bone Caves, but we didn’t get 
into grovelling into the smaller parts.  The views from high up 
on the side of the valley are pretty spectacular (see front 
cover). 

Continued along the high path around the corner and directly 
up to Rana Hole, which was impressive and made me wish 
even more that that was what we were doing. 

I could see the path that appeared to lead up to Claonaite, but 
no-one else seemed interested and Paul took off with his GPS 
and seemed to go miles further up the side of the valley and 
further towards the reservoir than I expected.  Keith 
disappeared altogether.  Paul and I joined up and headed back 
down and down in the bottom of the valley, there was the 
small stone cliff that we were looking for.  Meanwhile, Keith 
yelled that he’d found it, so we trudged over to see what he’d 
found - not Claonaite!! 

I was fast running out of steam by this time, but we dropped 
into a small chamber over a hole with a load of ree-bar 
sticking out of it, where the boulders have shifted.  Paul 
dropped in first and decided that he couldn’t do it.  I had a go 
and I’ve got to say, I didn’t like it very much, but once I’ve 
moved my hip out of a narrow slot, I slipped in easily enough - 
I just hoped it would be that easy getting out!!  Keith followed 
and we dropped into a small low chamber and followed the 
water rising through boulders into a larger passage where we 
could stand up. 

We followed this into what looked like a sump but actually 
had a crawl on the left into another section of walking passage.  
This lead to Sump 1 and a horrible looking flat-out grovel to 
the left.  I didn’t like the look of it and to be honest I was 
steaming so badly that I couldn’t really see, but Keith went for 
it and shouted back that it was the way on - it had to be, didn’t 
it! 

Trying to stay out of the water was a non-starter and there was 
barely enough room to get your helmet through and keep your 
lower ear dry - not somewhere you’d want to get caught in 
high water!!  Fortunately it’s not long and I emerged feeling 
considerably cooler and wetter than I had been.  I crawled up a 
sloping rock bank to Keith and after a bit the roof went up 
again.  There was a passage on the right into a chamber, which 
was The Igloo. 

Anyway, we continued along stooping passage to the top of 
Bottomless Pillar Pool, which is pretty deep and involves a 
straightforward traverse along the left hand wall and step 
down into thigh-deep water.  Back in walking passage, we 
soon came to a double cascade.  This was also fairly 
straightforward.  Apparently at this point there are a couple of 
ways into the Capital Series on the right and on the way back I 
did spot a way through a crawl that meant you could avoid the 
climb up the awkward higher cascade. 

But we continued and after an awkward bit, clambering over 
large boulders in low passage, the passage changed completely 
becoming a tall hading rift, that meant leaning on the right 
hand wall and attempting to avoid bashing yourself on the left.  
It was awkward, but not difficult. 

I’d really had enough by that time, muscles beginning to feel 
the cold of the water, and suggested turning back, but we’d 
actually reached the end of that section of passage and arrived 
at the top of the first water shoot.  Both of these were fun, the 
rock sticky enough and not too steep that you didn’t hurtle 
uncontrollably to the bottom.  We could see ways on at the top 
on the right and Keith had a quick look, but they looked low 
and I really wasn’t into grovelling.  The furthest of these, right 
above Sump 2, is the way on into Rising Damp, towards Mud 
Passage, the East Block and Viaduct Series. 

We decided that we’d had a nice little trip, sploshing in the 
streamway, but we’d had enough and re-traced our steps 
climbing water slides and cascades easily on our way out.  
Even the flat-out in water bit didn’t seem too bad.  At the 
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entrance, we found a pair of wellies with legs in them dangling 
down through the narrow hole, belonging to Paul. 

Communication was impossible, he couldn’t hear us and we 
couldn’t hear him, so I waggled a welly and after a few 
seconds, they disappeared up through the hole.  Given cold 
and tired muscles, I was surprised at how comparatively easy 

it was go get back up - one of those where you need to take 
your time, move a few inches at a time and not flail about.  On 
me, it’s a bit snug at one point, but not too tight, if you 
manage to get it just right. 

Karen Slatcher & Keith Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 
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Boulder Pot 

The apparently dry period (according to John Becks Rain 
Gauge it wasn’t actually that dry) during the summer of 2013, 
and moving a few more boulders, allowed further progress to 
be made in Boulder Pot by the Orpheus Diggers.  A trip on 
8 August 2013 added another lower rift chamber, accessible 
via an easy 4m climb, with an additional 15.7m of new 
passage and depth of -7m being surveyed.  Here a flooded 
section was reached but a passage could be seen to continue 
underwater.  Returning on 4 September, the ‘dry spell’ saw a 
further drop in water levels allowing a gloopy flooded 
chamber to be accessed allowing another 4m of progress and -
2m depth to be gained.  Unfortunately from here the ways on 
looked both water logged and tight.  With the cave now having 
a surveyed length of 183m and more significantly a depth of -
53m it is now close to the presumed Critchlow Horizon that is 
believed to be at -60m. 

As a big freeze did not happen over the winter of 2013/14 and 
the diggers had to wait for a dry period in 2014.  This arrived 
and on 3 August 2014 Pete Wagstaff, Simon Brooks and Phil 
Walker returned to boulder Pot where they found the water 
levels had dropped a modest 0.8 from the lowest level it was at 
in the previous year.  However, this did allow some more 
passage to be reached but it also confirmed that the cave was 
unlikely to be pushed to any greater depth.  The new passage 
was surveyed and the total length of the cave now stands at 
189.3m with a depth of 54.7m 

As the horizontal ‘Critchlow Development’ has not been 
reached at the current lowest point in the cave then the diggers 
will need to look for horizontal developments in other areas of 
the cave – which in Boulder Pot will be a challenge.  Some 
possibilities do however exist at the -27/30m level and 
at -40m. 
 

Stoney Low Swallet 

From the base of the dug 4m entrance shaft regular digging 
sessions during 2012, principally by Kenny Morton and 
whoever else he could press-gang along, followed 14m of 
initially joint and then bedding controlled passage.  This 
initially headed SW broadly in the direction of Dowel 
Resurgence (900m away and 90m ish lower) but then turned 
back under itself to head NNE.  By the end of 2012 the cave 
had yielded 18.6m passage and depth of -7.6m. 

Digging continued even more spasmodically during 2013 due 
to the lack of willing volunteers to assist Ken and as such only 
minimal progress was made along a passage that was getting 
increasingly smaller.  However, in August 2014 a small 
breakthrough was made giving a view into a small aven.  
Regretfully this coincided with the permission to dig the cave 

being withdrawn by the farmer (Mr Andrew Etch and his wife) 
and as such digging activity at Stoney Low Swallet is very 
much on hold. 
 

Water Icicle Close Cavern 

Regular digging has seen progress on three fronts in Water 
Icicle.  The dig in ‘Oh No Choke’ at the end of Volcanic Bug 
Pusher (the South Passage Extensions) has received the most 
attention, principally by Phil Walker and Richard Smith and 
whoever else can be coaxed along, with regular digging most 
weeks.  A battery powered electrical fan has been installed to 
address bad air issues at the dig face and during the early part 
of 2014 a major shoring/scaffolding exercise has been 
undertaken in the choke as the very wet winter of 2013/14 
seemed to be promoting a potential ‘run in’ in the dug passage 
with the likelihood of the diggers losing a lot of hard-won 
ground in the best situation or wearing the dig at worst.  The 
dig is currently some 24m through the choked sediments and 
has reached an in-filled rift that seems to correspond with a 
depression on the surface and is following a right hand wall of 
what is presumed to be the ongoing passage beyond this – 
digging continues. 

In the small Batty Farbers Passage that lies off to the west 
and somewhat underneath South Passage digging has also 
taken place.  With a bicycle wheel/pulley hauling system put 
into place the removal of rocks and sediments has opened a 
2m deep pot just inside the entrance to Batty Farbers leading 
to a small alcove/solution passage running back under South 
Passage – digging not concluded but not inspiring.  On 
10 August 2014 Simon Brooks and Pete Wagstaff climbed a 
small aven in the roof of South Passage near to Batty Farber 
Passage (Batty Farbers Aven).  This had clearly been climbed 
by persons unknown at some time in the past (as it had an old 
red sling visible at the top) but had never been surveyed.  
Using an aluminium ladder to get started and a bolt for 
protection the top of the aven was regained after ascending for 
9m and a tight horizontal rift passage was followed for 2.5 m 
to where it reached the base of an ascending rift that 
apparently closed 3m above.  The total length of the passage 
surveyed in the aven was 16.1m. 

The dig in the Elevator shaft that lies off of the 2009 Urchin 
Passage Extensions has seen the natural shaft enlarge as the 
diggers (principally Keith Slatcher and Pete Collins) 
progressed downwards.  So much so that the Bicycle Winch 
that had been installed in 2013 was no longer up for the job 
and a different approach was required.  A 0.5 ton hand winch 
was thus secured from eBay at a princely sum of £16.50 
(including postage) and installed at the top of the dig.  
Scaffolding has also been built across the shaft allowing dig 
debris to be disposed of by being packed behind the shoring 
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rather than hauled to the top of the shaft.  This has greatly 
speeded up the digging progress and the diggers await what 
lies beneath.  The dug shaft is currently 7m lower than the 
original base of the Elevator. On 10 August 2014 Simon 
Brooks and Pete Wagstaff made a complete survey of the 
Elevator Pitch to replace the single shot survey that had been 
done when the Urchin Passage extension was originally 
surveyed in 2008.  The Elevator Pitch and associated passage 
proved to be somewhat more extensive than originally 
recorded with 47m of passage being surveyed.  What was 
particularly interesting was the fact that the Elevator Rift/Pitch 
runs more or less perpendicular to Urchin Passage and not 
along it as was originally thought.  Pete Wagstaff also climbed 

the aven at the opposite end the Elevator Pitch Rift from 
where the dig is taking place and managed to get some 15m up 
taking him more or less back up to the level of Urchin 
Passage.  This area needs another look as it was not 
concluded. 

The new survey info was added into the WICC survey 
(deleting any duplicate legs) and the cave length now stands at 
1,024.2m and the depth at 64m (In June 2012 it was 1,001.9m 
and 58.2m) with the digging in the Elevator having added to 
the depth.  With the inclusion of the new passage in ‘Oh No 
Choke’ and the Elevator Rift pitch climb this has taken WICC 
to a length of approx. 1,052m. 

Simon Brooks 
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Saturday, 18 January - Bull Pot (Kingsdale) 

Kitted up and trogged up the field, ending up in the corner of a 
field with no gate, so hopped over the wall (tut tut!) onto the 
Turbary Road.  This we followed going through the gate and 
started up the track.  Paul said that he thought Bull Pot was off 
to the left, but it wasn’t, which we realised as the track started 
to head uphill.  Cut across and found the entrance. 

Keith rigged.  Paul suggested that he rig right back to the first 
bolt on the first pitch, just in case there was heavy rain.  At the 
bottom of the slot pitch, Keith continued rigging along the 
next traverse, but Paul decided not to bother and waited for us.  
Having dropped the pitch, we followed the passage down to 
just above the last pitch.  There was one awkward climb, but it 
wasn’t as bad as I thought it might be, although I think I may 
have twisted my right knee somewhere along this section as it 
complained as I started back up.  I waited with Paul for Keith 
and Paul took the first bag up.  I followed and headed to 
surface, with Keith de-rigging. 

Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon. 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 19 January - Aquamole 

Keith rigged, as usual, I followed him with Alice following me 
and Paul at the rear.  The first pitch is ‘mined’, the second 
partially, but round-ish, the third is a rift and quite snug at the 
bottom, plus not straight, so the bag I had got caught high up.  
This takes you to the top of a bigger pitch, split into two - 
pitches four and five - with a rebelay in the middle.  At the 
bottom of this section, there’s a roomy ledge and the small 
hole leading to the wet rebelays.  These are close together and 
move you across out of the water.  Keith had started the new 
rope at the ledge, but changed his mind and came back up to 
continue with the 60m, saying that 30m wasn’t going to get 
him to the bottom.  There were divers’ ropes in as well, which 
didn’t help, but as I went down I managed to get caught in a 
lope of the divers’ rope and had to change over and go back 
above the rebelay and do it all over again.  Alice came down 
and apart from having trouble doing up her Stop, did a 
textbook changeover and followed me down to the chamber 
below.  We waited for Paul and started into the crawls.  
Almost immediately I realised we’d left Paul with the biggest 
bag and Alice passed it over me to Keith and I took the 20m 

bag off him.  Even so, Paul decided that it was still too 
awkward and he reversed out, leaving the three of us to 
continue. 

Had a good look at the main pitch, but decided, on balance, 
that we wouldn’t go down the last pitch.  Headed steadily back 
out again. 

Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Alice Anderson & Paul Lydon 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday/Sunday, 15/16 February – Oread 
Cottage 

Weekend in North Wales based as usual at the Oread Cottage 
in Rhyd Ddu. 

Saturday - Twelve of us viewed the foul weather and most 
decided on tourist trips or visits to the local hostelries.  A little 
walking done but lots of water around, including on the roads. 

Sunday - Much improved conditions with broken cloud and 
snow on the ridges and Snowdon.  This was an invitation to 
visit the summit! 

Chris drove Jack, Jason Smith, Keith and myself round to Pen 
y Pass by 10am.  We then set off up the Pyg Track at a good 
pace.  Up to the col and then turned towards Crib Goch and 
immediately onto snow.  Soft snow and good walking as it 
steadily got steeper and deeper.  We scrambled up the face and 
on to the ridge leading up to the Crib Goch peak.  Met a few 
others but mainly had the route to ourselves. 

Everyone else put crampons on, I’d not brought mine! And we 
then had a really enjoyable scramble in excellent conditions 
along the ridge until we reached the South Summit.  Quite 
breezy here and more care needed. 

Continued in good weather but icy conditions along to a very 
busy Snowdon Summit.  Back to good snow here and after a 
food and drink break we set off down the South Ridge. 
Quickly down to the Rhyd Ddu path and out of the snow and 
arrived back at the Oread Hut by 3pm. 

A great days walking; especially after yesterday’s lousy 
weather. 

Boyd Potts 
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Saturday, 1 March – Death’s Head 

Mark rigged, backing up to a fairly stable fence post and a 
rebar stake that wobbled badly!!  Keith followed, me, Charles, 
Alan, Dave and Pete.  Paul had got really cold waiting - it was 
absolutely freezing on the surface and not a lot warmer in the 
main shaft - so he didn’t come down. 

At the bottom of the main shaft we dropped down a short pitch 
into a further chamber, which was pretty big.  A really muddy 
passage on the left apparently leads to Big Meanie and is flat 
out and crawling further on - ugh!  On the right at the lowest 
point of the chamber is the dig, dropping about 8m and 
through a low section to another short pitch, with a dodgy 
belay.  Following a small stream the passage was awkward, 
gradually improving to walking and abruptly arrives at the 
main Lost Johns’ streamway at another short pitch.  Left, 
upstream, we came to deeper water with the passage going off 
to the left.  Downstream and about twice as far, we reached the 
sump proper.  Then we headed back up and I ended up at the 
front with Mark behind me.  Let Mark overtake at the shaft, 
which was a good thing, because it was really hard work!! 

Mark Silo, Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Charles Bailey, 
Alan Hatton, Dave Phillips & Pete Wagstaff. 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 2 March - Lost Johns 

Mark, Paul and I went with Keith to rig the Cathedral route.  
Apart from being stiff and sore, I was having one of those 
days when everything feels really awkward and novicey.  I’d 
also forgotten just how tortuous that route is - my memory is 
of airy take-offs and walking passage, but that’s far from the 
case.  We arrived at the window pitch, which was easy and 
followed the others down the last couple of bitty pitches and 
caught them up at the beginning of Battleaxe. 

Paul, Keith and I started heading back up Centipede, while 
Mark and Boyd went up Cathedral.  Needless to say, they beat 
us - that big pitch is BIG!  But at least Centipede is a straight 
forward and roomy route.  Boyd was waiting for us at the top.  
Surfaced really early, which was good and met Mark near the 
entrance. 

Mark Silo, Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher & Keith Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 

Tuesday, 4 March - Boulby Potash Mine 

Arrived early and waited with Mick and Brian just past the 
gatehouse for Boyd and Mark.  It turned out they’d already 
arrived before us. 

Neal, our guide for the day, took us into a meeting room and 
started on the presentation - a quite different one from the 
previous time I’d visited - a theme that was to repeat time and 
time again.  We had our bacon butties (but didn’t need to pay!) 
and then went to get changed.  Niki and I were taken to the 
ladies shower room in another building, couldn’t take the 
camera underground.  Having met up with the chaps again, we 
were issued lights and re-breathers to top off our clobber, 
collected our tokens and headed through an airlock into the 
area of the lifts. 

We had just missed it unfortunately, so had to wait several 
minutes.  The shaft is 1,100m deep, so it takes something in 
the region of 7 minutes to descend into the depths.  Stepping 
out of the lift, you are immediately blasted by very warm air.  
Neal was looking for keys for a vehicle and took us through an 

air lock into the ‘other’ side of the mine.  Air circulates around 
the entire mine, heading out to various areas via one set of 
tunnels and returning along another set.  The temperature 
difference on the ‘other’ side was surprising - suddenly it was 
almost difficult to breathe.  Once we found our vehicle - a 
stripped out transit van - we set off, driving miles out past the 
coastline and out under the North Sea.  Potash is a strange 
substance - a liquid material in geological terms - and passages 
gradually close up over a period of a few years.  Piles of 
timber, like giant Jenga are placed in the entrances to short 
side passages in order to check on movement.  On my 
previous visit to the mine, we were allowed to go into a 
passage that was no longer being worked.  The passage would 
originally have been something like 5m high, but after being 
worked it had been left for only 3 years or so and floor, ceiling 
and walls were rushing to fill the void, reducing the passage to 
maybe 2½m, piles of timber gradually squashed - that’ll cause 
some future geologist a major headache to sort out!!  Because 
of this, the roadways are driven through salt beds, which are 
less inclined to close-up (although even they have to be 
‘shaved’ periodically) with a ramp driven up into the potash 
beds to begin mining. 

On my previous trip, we had stopped at a point where drilling 
was taking place, checking for new deposits to be mined.  It’s 
hard to believe that the drill bits are 2km long, stretching fan-
like away from current passage in all directions.  We didn’t 
have enough time to visit this area, so headed directly to one 
of the current working faces.  The temperature underground is 
really quite hot at 35˚C, simply because of the depth of the 
mine.  At the working face it’s quite a bit warmer because of 
the machinery!  The entire mine is on a dip, with the mine 
under the sea only (!) 800m underground and 35˚C, but the 
deepest part of the mine is back under the coast at 1,400m 
underground and a staggering 40-45˚C.  The workforce 
(mostly men, but some women as well) do quite long shifts 
because of the time it takes to get to where they’re working, 
but they don’t work for very long before taking a break and 
because of the heat and the saltiness of the atmosphere, they 
take plenty of water with them. 

We had a quick look at the walls of the approach tunnel and 
some collected samples of potash and polyhalite, a 
comparatively recent discovery that Cleveland Potash Ltd are 
also beginning to market as an organic fertiliser.  The digger 
(not the correct terminology, I’m sure!!) wasn’t actually 
working when we got to the face, they were waiting for a part, 
but they fired it up and did a short demonstration, creating a 
lot of dust, noise and more heat! 

From there we went to watch the bolting process, which helps 
to stabilise the walls and ceiling.  During his presentation, 
Neal had shown us a telephone directory with bolts through it 
in a grid pattern.  It was possible to place this on four upturned 
mugs without it sagging in the middle and collapsing, which is 
the same principle underground.  However, this doesn’t 
always work as well as you’d like, as we discovered when one 
of the wall bolts popped as we were stood a few feet away - it 
sounded like someone had fired a gun and I jumped a mile!! 

On my previous visit, the working face that we visited had an 
amazing flexible conveyor belt attached to the back of the 
digger, worth £8m.  It’s clever, because as the digger moves 
backwards and forwards this conveyor will move along its 
own line, moving between the digger and the fixed conveyor.  
Unfortunately this was at another face for this particular visit. 
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Our visit was almost over and we headed back to the vehicle 
for the drive back to the shaft and the surface.  It got 
noticeably warmer as we got closer.  We surfaced around 2½ 
hours later, handed our kit in and hit the showers to clean off 
the dust and salt.  Once again a great trip. 

Many thanks to Neal for taking the time to show us around 
and Dave Phillips for organising it in the first place. 

TUG:  2½ hours.  Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher, 
Boyd Potts, Mark Silo, Mick Hogg, Brian Potts and 
Niki Adlam-Stiles. 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 15 March – OFD II to Cwm Dwr 

Based at the SWCC Cottage. 

Saturday saw Keith, Dave, Jason Smith, Paul Cooper and 
myself decide on a Top to Cwm Dwr trip.  In Top about 11am 
with Keith sussing out most of the route.  ‘Tourist’ route all 
the way to Midnight Passage and then on to the high level via 
the rope ladder and the ‘2’ traverses until we reached and 
descended to Marble Showers.  Paul and Jason coped well 
with their first serious traversing. 

Then continued down the impressive streamway past the 
Confluence and up into Piccadilly.  Short break here before we 
progressed through the Smithy and successfully found our way 
through the Boulder Choke into Cwm Dwr.  Admired the 
formations in the Jama before making steady but slow 
progress along the crawls to Cwm Dwr entrance. 

All out up the shaft by 4.15pm; though we did have to fetch a 
ladder to enable Paul to exit the narrow tubes! 

A very enjoyable trip in good water conditions. 

Boyd Potts, Keith Slatcher, Dave Phillips, Jason Smith & 
Paul Cooper. 

Boyd Potts 

Saturday, 3 May – Alum Pot 

Yorkshire Dales. Eleven of us met up at the YRC Lowstern 
Hut. 
Saturday saw several different trips but Geoff McDonnell, 
Brian and myself went over to Alum Pot.  We all needed 
something fairly simple and I wanted to keep an eye on Geoff 
as well.  Water levels fairly low so no problems in Long 
Churn en route to Dollytubs except for me throwing myself 
into Plank Pool!  Rigged the usual route out towards the 
Window and then via Greasy Slab, the Traverse and down the 
Bridge.  Off the ledge from here with a little spray around; 
enough to dissuade Geoff from doing the last pitch so Brian 
and myself did a quick visit to the sump before following him 
back up to the Bridge.  Busy with other groups on the way out 
but we had no serious problems and exited around 2pm after a 
3 hour trip. 
TUG: 3 hours - Boyd Potts, Brian Potts & Geoff McDonnell 

Boyd Potts 

Saturday, 3 May - Sell Gill Holes 

Paul discovered an extra bolt on the first pitch, which meant 
that the 15m rope we had was well short.  He had to re-rig at 
which point it just reached the floor on a single bolt - not ideal 
– you definitely need a 20m rope. 

Mick took his time, but he made it down the first pitch.  He 
balked at the second and decided he’d gone far enough.  After 
another interesting rig on the lowest pitch, we arrived at the 

bottom.  We followed the chamber down as far as we could 
with very little water running. 

Took a steady prussik out, collecting Mick at the top of the 
second pitch and headed for the surface.  Short, but always a 
really nice trip. 

Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher & Mick Hogg. 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 4 May – Lancaster to Wretched 
        Rabbit 

Sunday I accompanied Brian, Geoff and Joe Gaffney on a 
Lancaster through trip.  We rigged Lancaster and we were all 
down the shaft before midday.  Had a good wander around via 
the Colonnades, with Geoff taking lots of photos, and on down 
Fall Pot to the downstream sump. 

Water levels low so we had an easy walk upstream in the well 
decorated passage until we climbed up the ropes in to the 
Upper Levels.  Onwards to Stop Pot and then the tortuous 
route into Wretched Rabbit.  The final rope climbs don’t get 
any easier but we were all out and heading back to the vehicles 
by 4pm. 

Boyd Potts 

Sunday, 4 May - Hunt Pot 

I knew that Keith and Pete were pretty tired after they’d been 
to the bottom of Penyghent Pot the day before – I could keep 
up with Pete as we walked up the track, not something that 
happens usually!! 

Keith was rigging and Paul suggested I go next, so I got the 
second bag and followed, by which time Pete was struggling 
into his harness, not looking very enthusiastic.  The edge was 
muddy, which meant muddy water heading down the rock 
towards the Y hang about ten foot down.  Waited while Keith 
rigged down and landed on the big ledge and followed down, 
two deviations on the way. 

I landed on the ledge, gave Keith the next bag and he had a go 
at the rebelay, which was on the far wall in what seemed a 
bizarre position.  It was a long reach and he was struggling , 
which was unusual.  After a few minutes, he decided to re-rig 
the lower deviation as a rebelay, so we shouted up to Paul who 
was about to change over and Keith did so.  He connected the 
two ropes and had another go, but still wasn’t happy, saying 
that he’d had a bad feeling about the place last time and 
thought it was the water levels, but apparently not.  In the end, 
we decided to leave it for another day. 

Paul came down past the deviation and then went back up and 
I followed with Keith de-rigging.  When I emerged Paul and 
Pete were sitting under the shelf.  Paul said that when he 
surfaced, Pete was muttering ‘chip butty’ under his breath over 
and over, trying to keep warm - aw bless! 

TUG: 30 mins (and that’s generous!) - Keith Slatcher, Karen 
Slatcher & Paul Lydon, with Pete Wagstaff keeping us 
company on the surface. 

Karen Slatcher 

Monday, 5 May - Calf Holes/Browgill 

Paul rigged the entrance and I followed him in.  Landed and 
took some photos.  Once the other three had removed their 
SRT kit, we headed off.  Water levels were fairly low.  Found 
another passage on the left that pinched out.  Crawled through 
to the hole, dropped down it, got it slightly wrong and had to 
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turn around.  From there we followed the streamway, dropped 
down the ‘staircase’, had a quick look at the waterfall and then 
continued on to the Browgill entrance. 

The other three then re-traced their steps back through the 
cave, while I wandered back up the field and back along the 
track to Calf Holes.  Washed my oversuit in the stream while I 
waited for the others to emerge and then headed back to the 
cars to get changed. 

Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Brian Potts & Boyd Potts. 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 10 May - Eglws Faen 

Our original plan was to go into Agen Allwedd, but 
unfortunately we had the wrong key!  Change of plan! 

We backtracked to the entrance into the big chamber and 
headed in.  The main chamber is quite large and has quite a lot 
of graffiti in it, some of it quite old.  There is a passage on the 
left and another on the right, but the way on, which I’d 
completely forgotten, was a flat out grovel through a bedding 
which narrows into a ‘u’ bend, which I did on my back - I 
must have blocked the memory!!! 

It opens up again and after a short crawl/stoop becomes 
another much smaller chamber.  At left back the water 
disappears down a rift - we didn’t actually go down there in 
the end.  Keith grovelled into another bit higher up on the left, 
but apparently it shut down.  Our way on was up the ladder on 
the right, which I did remember! 

At the top are a couple of chains into a rift, which does a 90˚ 
bend to the right into quite a small rift that you have to do on 
your side.  I’m kind of surprised that I did it back then, but I 
was probably a lot thinner!  No sign of any bats and a 
surprising array of mazey, crawling tubes, which I also didn’t 
remember.  I gave up in the end and just sat in the dark 
waiting for them to come back. 

Sitting in the dark, I could feel a draught on my right cheek, 
which occasionally blew a little stronger.  At one point, it 
suddenly changed to coming from the left, which was odd, but 
considering the number of entrances - the place is like Swiss 
cheese! – the number of people moving through those tunnel 
and how strong the wind was, I guess it wasn’t too surprising. 

We re-traced our steps and took the left turn out of the main 
chamber heading to another entrance.  Unfortunately what was 
a low grovel last time was an 8 inch puddle this time.  I 
decided that I wasn’t going to get wet and had to go back 
through to the main chamber again.  I walked back along the 
track and met the others. 

Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Alice Anderson, Jason White, 
Phil Wall & Karen Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 28 June - Manchester Hole 

Crossed the field, hopped over the fence into the river bed and 
then over another fence to the walk-in entrance.  Turned right 
downstream and followed quite large passage for a while.  The 
formations were odd pendulum-like structures that hung down 
from the roof, which was muddy and covered in small bits of 
debris.  The whole place clearly sumps dangerously. 

The passage lowered but crawling around and over boulders or 
walking through muddy side passages allowed continued 
access to the stream.  We reached what looked like a dead end 
or sump, but Paul spotted a small crawl in chest-deep water on 

the right, that became a muddy crawl that lead to a climb-up 
two short pieces of handline into a muddy chamber, where we 
encountered... people! 

We dropped back into the water and continued to follow the 
water until Pete and Paul announced that there was no way on.  
I spotted a flat-out hole on the right, which looked possible 
and Pete gamely headed into it.  Paul stuck his head in and we 
agreed to meet Pete back in the muddy chamber in a few 
minutes.  For some reason I thought he was going to come 
around and meet us from where he was, but the climb up 
handlines from the muddy chamber, actually went to surface, 
as I found when I climbed up.  Pete had a look when he re-
emerged and said that the passage he’d followed led to another 
pot in a nearby field.  Re-tracing our steps to the entrance, we 
continued upstream until we came into breakdown close to 
where the river sinks into the cave.  Basically if the river is 
flowing, rule of thumb is DO NOT go underground - although 
I suspect if the river is flowing you’d probably be hard pushed 
to actually get underground! 

TUG 1 hr – Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 28 June - Goyden Pot 

Emerging from Manchester Hole, we followed the river bed 
downstream until we reached the large entrance to Goyden 
Pot.  It’s quite scary how much debris there is around the 
entrance, how big that debris is - tree trunks and roots - and 
how high up it is! 

Paul discovered a pot hole nearby with a metal lid and went 
exploring while Pete and I headed into the big walk-in 
entrance.  The initial sections of large passage have quite a 
deep vadose trench, which you cross back and forth, traversing 
along quite easily.  Pete was a bit in front of me and stopped at 
the head of a considerable drop; a bolted drop into the main 
streamway below.  Back up the passage a bit there was at least 
one way on and we turned to the left (downstream) side and 
came into what must have been the main chamber.  There was 
a rock fall in there earlier in the year, but to be honest I’d 
completely forgotten about it as we explored and clambered 
down some BIG boulders towards the stream.  There was one 
awkward section, but we had gone a short way downstream 
when I decided that we should find Paul. 

We’d barely got to the bottom of the climb down when his 
light appeared and we waited for him to appear.  I half 
expected him to be wary because of the rock fall, but he 
agreed that he couldn’t see anything obvious and he came 
down and we began to follow the streamway. 

It was big passage and we stomped along, but the roof 
eventually lowered and we stooped into a lower section and 
arrived at the sump.  Just up the rubble slope, Pete found a 
stooping-sized passage that had a good draught and we 
followed this to a T junction, where you crawl out between 
two sizeable branches.   The debris in these places is 
frightening! 

Pete and Paul had explored the aven we came into and I turned 
left and followed a crawling passage that led to a five way 
junction, creatively called (we later discovered) Five Way 
Junction.  We followed the water up slope into a crawling 
passage.  The water appeared from an inlet on the right, which 
was too small to follow, but Paul continued ahead to an aven 
that led to a short section of aluminium builder’s ladder up 
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into a passage on the right.  Mostly crawling this led to 
another aven. 

There were still ways on, but I was getting hungry and running 
out of steam, so Pete fed us (I’d left our Mars Bars in the tent - 
doh!) and retrieved the survey and description from the plastic 
bag that I’d given him.  Unfortunately it wasn’t waterproof 
and the paper disintegrated, but we pieced it together, found 
Five Ways and realised that we were in the labyrinth and any 
draught that we’d felt was probably just air circulating - at 
least it was very fresh!  We decided to leave some for another 
time and re-traced our steps to surface. 

TUG: 1 hr - Pete, Paul & Karen 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 29 June - New Goyden Pot 

Paul dropped in and started rigging the first pitch.  The two 
deviation tats were already in place and the original fluted pot 
was obvious below.  We dropped into a small damp chamber 
and a few steps brought us to the head of the next pitch, a big 
hole in the floor, easily straddled.  It was slightly shorter and 
dropped us right into the stream bed.  There were several 
discrete beds of chert in the walls near the head of the pitch. 

We de-kitted and began the follow the main river downstream.  
It was big passage, but it did one of those weird things, where 
it just stopped at a sump pool - pants!  Surprisingly there was 
no dive line, which I thought at the time was odd, but was 
explained. 

We entered a side passage on the right (going back upstream) 
and Pete and Paul, ahead of me, said it dead-ended.  I spotted 
what looked like a way through on the right and headed into it, 
finding Planetarium Chamber, named presumably for the big 
round dents in the ceiling full of water droplets, giving the 
impression of planets in the night sky - rather lovely really. 

We explored off to the right and Pete led off into a crawl, 
down a couple of short free climbs, under a side wall/short 
drop and suddenly into walking sized rift passage.  Paul was 
struggling with an injury, so he stayed behind.  The passage 
did a sudden bend back on itself and then another, making a 
distinctive Z shape, before spitting us out into a much larger 
passage with a sandy floor and 3ft bank down back into the 
streamway and another sump.  Excited that we had apparently 
bypassed the first sump, hence no dive line, I went back 
through to the climbs and called Paul, but he opted not to join 
us. 

Re-joining Pete, we went back upstream to yet another section 
of big passage that also did the Z thing and another sump that 
did have a dive line.  We headed back and instead of going 
back into the rift passage as I’d done on my way to call Paul, 
we continued up the large sandy passage and managed to 
scramble out at the far end, directly into the end of the passage 
on the right that we’d taken in the first place, or directly into 
Planetarium Chamber, depending on which way you went. 

We then explored the left hand corner of the chamber and 
clambered up a mud slope into a passage.  Initially it was 
stooping, quickly dropping to crawling and after a few more 
feet into a very small hole that even Pete wouldn’t fit through.  
Re-tracing our steps, Pete investigated a very tight hole up 
another mud bank in the other left hand corner of the chamber, 
but he barely got out of sight before reappearing.  Back past 
where we’d left our SRT kit, Paul disappeared straight ahead 
up a small hole, where there was a waterfall and a climb up.  
Pete went up this and it lead to surface at a wooden lid 

(Thrope Pot?) - the one that the HSG lad told us about this 
morning. 

After a look at the upstream sump, which had air space, 
although not a lot, and a mass of chert beds, we went back to 
our kit and headed for the surface.  The entrance under the 
wooden lid, turned out to be just downstream of the main 
entrance, up the bank a fair bit. 

TUG: 1½ hrs – Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 23 August - Ireby Fell Cavern 

Keith rigged, followed by Paul, Simon W, me, Simon B and 
Pete.  I ended up with a bag, which I passed on just before the 
crawl.  Made a right mess of Well (?) Pitch by dropping part 
way down - Paul had to drop a spare rope so that everyone 
could come down that way. 

Stopped at the far end of Duke Street and had a snack and then 
started heading out again.  Paul and I went on ahead and 
headed steadily out.  Simon W seemed to be right behind us 
nearly all the way and we didn’t get a chance to rest at all, so 
by the time we surfaced I was done in.  Got to surface and it 
started to rain, just a few spots, but it dried before the last 
three emerged. 

TUG:  4 hrs – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Simon Wynne, 
Karen Slatcher, Simon Brooks & Pete Wagstaff. 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 24 August - Swinsto Hole 

I’d forgotten how small the initial hole is, but the first pitch 
wasn’t far and quite short.  After the crawl, which wasn’t too 
bad in chunky knee pads, the second pitch - Curtain Pitch - 
was really quite a tricky take-off with the twin bolts ahead 
over the hole and a third to the left, but a bit lump of rock in 
the way. 

I can’t really remember Pool Pitch, but after that it was a 
clamber up and over or under (which was easier) some fallen 
blocks to the top of the Main Pitch.  It was an interesting 
landing on the sloping shelf, knowing that there was another 
big drop below if you got it badly wrong.  I thought I’d 
remembered a bolt on the side wall, but clearly not, but there 
was a big sling around a big flake opposite, which helped to 
keep you safe while you got onto the actual pitch head.  This 
was a great drop into the big pool that Simon B said Roy 
Sender dropped into flat on his back. 

From there was the flake and short drops, tight bits (Paul 
de-kitted at one of them) and a small pitch into Spout 
Chamber.  From there it wasn’t far to the last drop to the top 
of the boulder pile and the scramble down into the crawl, a 
mix of flat out, crawling and stooping to the main streamway, 
where we waited for Simon and Pete to catch up. 

It seemed a surprisingly short stomp along the streamway to 
the sump and the climb up into the Valley Entrance passage.  
We emerged to warm sunshine. 

TUG: 4 hrs – Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher, 
Simon Brooks, Simon Wynne & Pete Wagstaff. 

Karen Slatcher 
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Monday, 25 August - Hardrawkin Pot 
     & High Douk Holes 

While Keith set up the rope for the slimy four-foot climb 
down in the stream, I went exploring the hole that the water 
came out of.  I hadn’t gone far when I realised there was 
something dead up ahead... something very ripe... something 
with maggots in it, which were being washed downstream and 
were beached on various boulders - nice!  I suggested we 
might want to change our minds, but the others were OK with 
it. 

The initial passage is walking and effectively uncovered, very 
pretty with the trees above.  Underground it’s more of the 
same, followed by a bit of crawling, a bit of walking, a bit of 
awkward, more crawling etc, etc, for quite a way.  I certainly 
don’t think “After a short crawl you reach the first pitch” is 
really what you get.  There are three discrete crawls for 
starters (unless you’re a midget), but none of it is difficult, it 
was just that it was a lot longer than I was expecting. 

The first pitch is really quite stonking, a short scoop about 20ft 
down spills the water out away from the wall, so the rope is 
deviated twice, using natural flakes.  The big Y hang is quite a 
way out and Keith left a nice big loop to get to it.  Down at the 
bottom the passage dropped down over numerous flakes and 
small cascades, with lots of odd chert beds to the second pitch. 

There was a stone jammed at the edge and the temptation was 
to try to stand on it, which was what Simon did.  I decided to 
ignore it and did a free-hanging changeover.  I was surprised 
at how nervous I was, but neither pitch was that straight 
forward - probably not somewhere to bring novices then. 

Sadly, the rigging guide was spot on with the sump being at 
the bottom of the pitch, so I just put my foot jammer on and 
started heading up again.  A nice little trip when time is of the 
essence! 

TUG: 1½ hours – Keith Slatcher, Simon Brooks & 
  Karen Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 28 September - Waterways Swallet 

Walked across the field and dropped into the doline where the 
entrance is.  It seemed very overgrown compared to what I 
remembered from my previous visit. 

Dropped down the hole and hadn’t gone far, when Paul called 
down to say he’d hurt his shoulder falling down the side of the 
shakehole and was heading out.  It was fairly tight and 
awkward at that point, so I didn’t really blame him. 

Shortly after we went through the slabby section and popped 
out in the first chamber to find Keith and Mat exploring an 
upper passage.  Continued on down and into the second and 
main chamber, which is safe, even in flood conditions.  Mat 
explained about the digging and went to exploring a Darfar dig 
briefly and we then continued down the blasted rift into the 
scaffolded section.  This was generally roomier than I 
remembered and we then picked up a water-worn section, 
which brought us to the biggest climb down.  I followed Keith 
down and it was awkward, so I wasn’t surprised when Niki 
struggled to get down, she’s quite a bit shorter than me. 

At the next shorter drop down, we went back underneath down 
a fairly tight sloping passage to Room 101, a large chamber 
with tape in sections.  The boys had vanished by the time we 
landed and we went to explore a climb-up.  It turned out 
they’d gone down a hole in the floor, which was an alternative 

route that missed out the yellow fixed ladder.  From there we 
dropped into a small ‘pot’ and climbed back out of it to a low 
crawl leading to the top of the climb down into Toad Haul. 

Keith decided to see if it was climbable with the rope that was 
in situ and went down, Mat followed and I couldn’t be 
bothered to go around where Niki had gone and followed 
them.  Niki emerged from the alternative route and the four of 
us went down to the sump.  I’m not sure if I bothered with this 
last time, but it was really interesting and dropped into twin 
sumps at the bottom.  Apparently these are independent and 
have both been dived and pumped, to no avail.  We started 
heading back up and our route up where Niki had come down, 
brought us in the bottom of the ‘pot’. 

At the point where I went wrong last time, Keith managed to 
get it wrong and I went back and grabbed him.  We negotiated 
the climbs and the ladder where all the amazing chert is that 
looks like tree roots and slowly made our way out.  There 
were one of two awkward points again; Niki had another 
interesting time at that climb and I got myself kind of stuck 
not too far from the entrance, but we eventually emerged into 
daylight and glorious sunshine. 

TUG about 2½ hours - Niki & Mat Adlam-Stiles, 
     Keith Slatcher & Karen Slatcher. 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 11 October – Ogof Dydd Biraf 

North Wales.  Saturday saw us meet our leader ‘Tony’ in the 
old quarry near Minera ready to visit Ogof Dydd Biraf around 
11.15am. 

Walked over to the mined entrance which soon led to a narrow 
ladder pitch, which dropped you in to the natural passages.  
Mick turned back here but the rest of us continued into a 
mainly phreatic series of tunnels and caverns which broke into 
a very large ‘mastercave’ tunnel.  I found some of the crawls 
tight and strenuous but even so it was a very interesting 
system and well worth the effort.  Finally returned to exit 
about 4.15pm. 

TUG: 3 hours - Boyd Potts, Pete Wagstaff, Jason Smith, 
Robert Protheroe-Jones, Phil Wall, Mark Silo and Mick Hogg 

Boyd Potts 

Saturday, 11 October - Sell Gill Holes 

We arrived at the entrance just after a group of four, three 
Shepton MCC, plus one Bradford PC. 

She started down the pitch, but the Bradford lad had used a 
higher bolt that was unnecessary and made it really bloody 
awkward, so she backed off it and Paul rigged it and she went 
down our rope.  We followed them to the second pitch, but we 
didn’t have to wait long - glad we didn’t rig it the way they 
had!!  We finally arrived at the last pitch and bottomed it and 
started heading off across the chamber, only to turn around 
and come back up because they were coming back.  There was 
a surprising amount of water in the stream and underground in 
the main chamber generally.  The Bradford lad went up first 
and I followed, collecting a bag on the way.  We surfaced to 
continued dry weather, which was a welcome surprise as the 
forecast was for heavy showers, and walked back to the car to 
change. 

TUG: maybe 2 hrs – Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 
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Sunday, 12 October - Calf Holes / Browgill 

I rigged and we did a quick through trip, exiting from Browgill 
and walking back for me to de-rig. 
Met a group from a Lancashire climbing and caving club, at 
the entrance to Calf Holes, who’d been through and returned. 
TUG: Half an hour! – Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon 

Karen Slatcher 

Sat/Sun, 22/23 November – South Wales 

The South Wales visit had two trips on the Saturday and one 
on the Sunday.  Ash, Pete, Keith and Jason researched the 
route to ‘Northern Lights’ on the Saturday and on Sunday 
Keith, Pete, Robert, Hywel and Phil took a wander to try and 
sort out a Top to OFD3 route. 

Saturday, 22 November - OFD 

Our group, consisting of Phil Wall, Robert, Hywel, Jack and 
myself entered OFD1 about 11.30am to try and do a trip to 
Cwm Dwr.  Checked the stream and found it quite high so we 
headed along the Escape Route, across Bolt Traverse and 
eventually descended to Lowes ‘Chain’.  Up to the Boulder 
Choke to find Hush Sump high but passable, so we continued 
on through the involved route to Divers Pitch and into 
Piccadilly.  From here slow but steady progress saw us into 
Cwm Dwr and eventually through the crawls to exit up the 
pipes about 4pm.  Everyone out intact though in my case a 
little painful in the legs and knees! 

TUG: 4½ hours - Boyd Potts, Phil Wall, Robert Protheroe-
Jones, Hywel Protheroe-Jones and Jack Barratt. 

Boyd Potts 

Saturday, 22 November – WICC  + SWCC 
       + Scientists 

One of the girls was a comparative novice, had only been 
caving for a year and had only done SRT before, but she was 
fine.  Once we were all down, including John [Gunn] and Paz 
[Vale, EPC], I gave them the key and they went off ahead to 
get started.  We did Urchin Passage first, but Jo White and the 
girl from Swansea were talking and Bill was chuntering, so I 
kind of gave up and we just looked.  John was taking photos 
when we got to them and we about turned and went into 
Cherty Two.  The Cardiff girl (?) and Bill needed a bit of 
spotting past the traverse and I left them to carry on and 
explore.  We returned to the dig and as I clambered up after 
Bill I could hear men’s voices through the choke.  Sure 
enough they were waiting in NW Chamber, and they came up.  
I had to wait a few minutes while Duncan returned from 
collecting his cowstails.  Did Urchin again and John joined us 
to come part way back along the passage - apparently he’d 
been listening to my schpeel and said I understand more than I 
think, which was nice.  On our way back he pointed out some 
things I’d missed.  Went off to do Cherty Two and while they 
went exploring I did some digging in the far corner of Rift 
Chamber... until I realised I was undermining an enormous 
block!  Doh!  Sent the chaps out while I ran back along to the 
Elevator to check John and Paz were out and then joined them 
all on the way out.  The guys went out first, followed by John, 
Paz and myself and they were all waiting on the surface when 
I arrived - bless! 
 

Sunday, 30 November 2014 - Slayley Sough 
and Dunsley Springs Levels, Matlock –  

Last week Doug came home clutching his latest purchase – 
Caves of the Peak District.  “Here”, he said, thrusting the book 
at me, “have a look and chose somewhere you’d like to go.“ 
A very interesting book, especially for novices – clear 
information about each cave, including a grading system – 
subjective, but helpful.  So, I had a look through – I focused 
on caves within an hour’s drive (petrol is expensive) and ones 
with a reasonable length (I didn’t want an in-and-out within 5 
mins experience) and either grade 1 or 2 (I didn’t want to get 
scared.). 

I narrowed my search to a couple near Matlock, and then it 
was further narrowed as one needed us to email for 
permission, which neither of us could be bothered to do.  So, 
now we had one choice – Clatterway Levels. “Here we go, 
then – this is the one I’d like to try,” I told Doug.  A little later, 
he came back to me...”We’re going to try these two – Slayley 
Slough and Dunsley Spring Level.”  At this point I wondered 
why Doug had suggested I chose, but Doug’s a clever cookie – 
he’s done some extra research, looked on some caving forums 
and found that cavers were recommending that these other two 
were much better experiences – one even had amazing 
formations to see, and they were both just down the road from 
my choice. 

So, decision made and Sunday, 30th November found us 
slipping up the hillside off the Via Gellia Road.  This is 
something else novices have to get used to – walking around 
in wellies – they are slippery and not the most comfy – I can 
feel all the stones as I’m walking up – not like a good pair of 
walking boots.  It’s a long, steep pull up the hillside but we get 
to the top and try to work out where the Dunsley Spring Level 
is.  Nothing seems to make sense with the map, and finally we 
realise that we didn’t park where we thought we were on the 
map, so consequently we’re not on the path we were planning 
to be. 

So, back down the hillside we go, a little diversion to get onto 
our intended path.  (Doug informs me that this is very 
common in caving too – getting lost.)  About an hour from 
leaving the car, we arrive at the area of the cave – we head off 
in different directions – I don’t want to head back down the 
hill so Doug searches in that direction, I walk in circles.  Doug 
is good at finding the cave – actually my helmet did – the 
mine entrance was 5 foot away from my helmet – are 
entrances always so well camouflaged? 

In we go to mine number 1 and, wow – what a mine!  The start 
of the mine was covered in formations – from top to bottom. 
The stalactites were delicate and small – one to two inches 
long – but perfectly formed and they covered the ceiling – 
there were mini curtains… so delicate and beautiful – they 
looked as if they would waft in the wind.  On the walls, there 
were these amazing mini “cups” filled with mini “balls” and 
the floor was covered too – I didn’t know where to walk – 
“delicately,” Doug told me.  After a few metres the features 
ceased and then the bats began – we saw three in total, in the 
middle section – all very small and delicate – just like the 
formations.  The mine wasn’t very long – maybe 400 feet – 
there were a couple of fall-ins to clamber over but it was all 
very easy and generally walkable.  We got to the end with a 
big drop and turned round, taking great care to not disturb the 
bats or formations on the way out. 
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It was dark when we got out – what did we want to do now?  
Try and find mine no 2 or head back to the car?  Doug wanted 
to find the second one so off we went – back up the hillside 
and onto the path.  We ended up traipsing through a field with 
cows there.  At this point, Doug nearly turned back – did you 
know he’s scared of cows?  I walked through waving my arms 
– they did get out of the way, but one was decidedly curious 
and starting following us… at which point I got nervous too 
and tried to resist the impulse to run… we all know what 
would happen then…. we run, the cows run too… panic 
ensues.  Who thought that caving was this exciting!  

We get to the end of the cow field and there’s a boggy bit to 
cross with a stream.  With my best teacher voice on, I inform 
Doug that I think this is where we need to turn off to find the 
next mine (well, there is a stream and it is about the right 
distance, but it looks really boggy that way and I want to turn 
round…) and Doug is suitably impressed with my navigation 
in the dark.  So we start trudging through the undergrowth in 
the dark.  After a few minutes, I suggest that we head back to 
the car… it’s really dark – how are we going to find the 
entrance in the dark?  Which way would Doug like to head 
back – through the field with the cows and back down the 
slippy mud, or straight down the hillside?  He plumps for the 
hillside and so we set off, still following the stream.  After 
only a few second, Doug dives off into the undergrowth and 
then I hear a cry of success – he’s spotted the entrance – 
jammy dodger! 

So, in we go to mine number 2.  This one involved a long 
passage to begin with – no formations this time, except lots of 

mud – inches thick to wade through, and some scary big 
spiders near the entrance (can a caver be scared of spiders?).  
The passage way got smaller and smaller, but no worse than 
crawling on hands and knees (except – we’d forgotten the 
knee pads…), before coming out at a T-junction and just about 
being able to stand again.  The right hand passage ended at a 
large pit (but not as deep as the hole we found at the end of the 
first mine) and the left hand one had a couple of small, 
squeezy passageways going off it, which we didn’t investigate 
– one had some beautiful coppery features on the ground and 
we didn’t want to disturb them, even though it looked as if lots 
of others had crawled over it.  Looking in the guidebook after, 
the passage did continue that way – something to look at next 
time. 

And then it was back down the hillside – not as bad as I 
thought it would be – to return to the car (a long walk back 
along the road).  Doug was relieved when he saw that his car 
was still there (note to self – don’t go caving in my car – it 
clearly isn’t safe!). 

What was the best bit?  Seeing the amazing formations in 
Dunsley Spring Level, along with the bats. 

What was the worst bit? The spiders in the entrance to Slayley 
Sough! 
TUG: 3½ hours all in. 

Toni Wincanton 
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COTTAGE SRT TRAINING 

Sunday, 14 January 2014 
Spent several hours on the Wall at the Cottage doing SRT 
training with Jason Smith. 
Broken into short sessions due to very cool weather. 

Boyd 

OXLOW/MASKHILL 

Saturday, 1 February 2014 
A large turnout for proposed Peak/J.H. trips.  Lots of rain 
during the week so the idea was abandoned. 
Eventually all decided on Oxlow/Maskhill trips instead. 
Lots of discussion and rope sorting before trips coalesced into:  
(1) Chris J, Jason S and Boyd, followed (2) Pete W, Paul T, 
Mat A-S and Jack B, who rigged Oxlow and de-rigged 
Maskhill.  (3) Paul L and Karen S, followed (4) Keith S, Dave 
P, Alaice A and Brian P, who rigged Maskhill and de-rigged 
Oxlow. 
Oxlow proved quite wet with a stream on the 3rd. pitch and 
running on the ‘Col’.  Maskhill also wetter than usual. 
East Chamber was also rigged and visited by most people. 
Paul L and Karen first out from Maskhill and Boyd, Jason and 
Chris soon afterwards out of Oxlow and changed before 
weather deteriorated.  Rest were de-rigging and out after a 4-5 
hour trip into unpleasant conditions - very windy and wet. 

Later in the evening eight of the above were joined by Richard 
S and Pete Holland for a meal and a drink at the Waterloo in 
Biggin. 

Boyd 

PEAK CAVERN 
Sunday, 2 February 2014 
Peak Cavern water levels back to a more reasonable depth.  
Chris J, Keith S, Alice A, Jack B, Jason S, Brian P and one 
other had a good wander around the main routes and visited 
several sumps on a 3 hour trip. 

Boyd 

Called in to say hello.  Good to see everyone is still keen. 

Tim H  ☺ 

COTTAGE WORK 

Friday, 7 February 2014 
Called in this morning.  Cleaned and mopped kitchen floor, 
living room and other floors.  Left after a couple of hours. 

Boyd 

WHALF PIPE - NOT 

Sunday, 9 February 2014 
Karen Slatcher and Paul Lydon planned on a quick trip down 
Whalf Pipe but when we got to Knotlow Triangle Karen 
discovered she had left her furry suit at home. 
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It was a very windy and wet day so we took this as an omen to 
stay above ground after all! 

Paul Lydon 

COTTAGE VISIT 

Saturday, 22 February 2014 
Called in for a day after getting back from caving in Thailand 
in shorts and T-shirts in temperatures of 28° and outside 
temperatures of 35° to 37°. 

Ken & Eileen 

WATER ICICLE 

Sunday, 23 February 2014 
Water Icicle to move lots of loose boulders, lots more to do. 

Pete Wag & Phil Walker 

Boyd:  M16 nuts, 1 for Whalf Main Shaft and 3 spare. 

Pete Wag 

WATER ICICLE - FILMING 

Thursday, 6 March & Wednesday, 12 March 2014 
Two video trips into Water Icicle Mine led by Phil and Karen.  
We filmed all the “major” passages and were thankfully 
advised against filming various muddy digs, loose shafts, etc.  
However, we really hope we have some good video in about 
2½ hours of total clips - enough to make a more detailed 
programme including stills and surveys plus exploding ‘land 
form’ discussion. 
The target will be YouTube for a brief review but longer 
versions for Orpheus and the local farmer, who was 
enthusiastic to see the video and show it to Monyash villagers 
- good PR we hope! 
As always, we really appreciated the friendship and 
enthusiasm of OCC members at the Cottage and underground. 
Some of the peculiarities of WICM will be very much part of 
the video and a few novel suggestions on the history of the 
cave were made during the two trips.  We hope it will make 
for some good club/pub/Hidden earth discussions! 
With thanks to all. 

Andy & Antonia Freem 

LATHKILL HEAD UPPER ENTRANCE 

Sunday, 16 March 2014 
Quick trip into Lathkill head Upper Entrance to do the checks 
for DCA to report to Chatsworth Estates.  Air fresh, 
everything in good order. 

Karen & Paul 

WATER ICICLE CLOSE CAVERN 

Sunday, 23 March 2014 
Spent some time installing scaffolding beneath large boulder 
at top of “The Elevator” in WICC after a visiting group 
knocked some rocks down on a previous trip. 

Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon 

WATER ICICLE CLOSE CAVERN 

Sunday, 30 March 2014 
Accompanied a group from Southsea S. S. on a visit to Urchin 
Passage and Cherty Two Passage. 

Paul Lydon 

KNOTLOW CAVERN 

Sunday, 15 June 2014 
Quick trip to Water Chamber and back with Paul Lydon and 
Karen Slatcher. 

Paul Lydon 

OXLOW CAVERN 

Saturday, 21 June 2014 
Another quick trip. This time to East Chamber in Oxlow 
Cavern.  Paul Lydon and Karen Slatcher. 

Paul Lydon 

KNOTLOW CAVERN 

Saturday, 21 June 2014 
Down to the Bung, along the coffin level to East Level, 
squeezed through first restriction then ducked through second; 
third restriction was too silted and water too high to 
comfortably pass so retreated.  Back out through Bung 
squeeze in water and up to second pitch with all of us short of 
breath.  10 minute wait to get breath then outside to wonderful 
sunny day.  Down field to de-rig Four-Way shaft and back to 
Club for tea. 

Bell, Keith, Paul T & Pete Wag 

SNAKE MINE 

Sunday, 22 June 2014 
Really good anchor placements in climbing shaft makes the 
round trip a pleasant experience.  280 ft. shaft lid very well 
done with permanent scaffolding tube to rig off.  Dropped 
rope down 280 ft. shaft then descended the normal climbing 
route down.  Explored the 230 ft. and 280 ft. levels then me 
and Paul T. explored chain ladder route whilst Toni and Doug 
exited.  More good anchor placements in chain ladder shaft 
but ran out of rope.  Must return to see if this route connects to 
230 ft. level. 
All out to lovely sunshine and back to Club for tea.  Toni did 
good on her 50 m shaft ascent. 

Toni, Doug, Paul T & Pete Wag 

BLACKWELL DALE CAVE KEY 

Saturday, 28 June 2014 
Blackwell Dale Cave key loaned to Pete Mellors.  Will be 
returned to Boyd shortly. 

Boyd 

GIANTS HOLE 

Saturday, 5 July 2014 
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon & Alice.  Trip to 
East Canal. 

Paul Lydon 

P8 

Sunday, 6 July 2014 
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon & Alice. 
Good trip around most of cave.  Met Nigel Atkins and 
instructed group near 2nd. pitch (including Brian Potts). 

Paul Lydon 
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STONEY LOW SWALLET - RIP! 
TAKE NOTE 

Sunday, 20 July 2014 
Went to Stoney Low with intent to do more magic hammers.  
As I arrived to unload gear, Bill’s Grandson (Roland’s son), 
pulled up with his wife and categorically said that he doesn’t 
want any more cavers exploring, i.e. digs, anymore.  So now 
that he’s running the farm you can safely say that exploration 
on Etches farm has finished. Which is a shame for there is still 
some good possible sites on his land. 

Ken 

BOULDER POT 

Sunday, 27 July 2014 
Trip to the bottom of Boulder Pot to see if dry conditions & 
hopefully lower water levels would give access to a way on / 
more passage. 
Arriving at bottom the water was found to be 0.8 /0.9 m lower 
than this time last year.  This allowed Pete to pass a short duck 
and gain another 4 m of passage along a rift between boulders.  
This reached a mud bank and little prospects for further 
progress.  Ways on under water could be seen but all were 
through large boulders and too small.  It would seem that there 
is limited prospects for ways on / further progress in this part 
of the cave. 
Whilst Pete was looking for ways on, Simon and Phil 
surveyed this now more accessible (due to the lower water 
levels) part of the cave.  14.5 m of new passage surveyed 
possibly adding another 2 m depth to the cave.  Simon then 
sketched a plan of the lower passages and the two chambers 
(found in July 2013) that lie above.  Pete explored a side 
passage that gave an alternative, albeit rather small, route back 
up to the lower of the two rift chambers.  An uneventful exit 
from the cave and back to the Hut for tea. 
Simon Brooks, Pete Wagstaff & Phil Walker. 
Boulder Pot now has a surveyed length of approx. 191 m 
(189.3 m) and a depth of 54 m (54.7 m). 

Simon Brooks 

KNOTLOW CAVERN 

Sunday, 3 August 2014 
Knotlow Climbing Shaft.  Morning trip down to the Waterfall 
Chamber to practice rigging.  Air OK and water levels pretty 
low. 

Alan Hatton & Pete Wag 

DEMOCRATIC 

Sunday, 3 August 2014 
Revisited a Poo Mine and it still has not changed.  Ver little 
water in entrance but boulder at bottom of chute had moved 
and trapped ladder.  Moved mud and exposed water worn wall 
but lots more mud to remove and the scaffold out to stop more 
getting washed in.  Needs several more serious sessions, lots 
of hauling. 

Pete Wag, Ken & Nigel 

MASKHILL MINE 

Saturday, 9 August 2014 
Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Alice Anderson.  A quick trip to 
Oxlow West Chamber and back out. 

Paul Lydon 

WATER ICICLE 

Sunday, 10 August 2014 
Descended entrance shaft to meet Keith and Alice “on tour of 
WICC” - they left rope in so we could use it. 
Supported by Pete, Simon climbed aven above Batty Farber’s 
Pot using in-situ bolt  (not good) and one climbing chock for 
protection.  Reached top of aven and placed another bolt for 
descent.  Aven approx. 9 m high where it dog legs and enters 
small rift passage  (with reasonable air flow - possibly from 
Great Rift?), then heads south for 2.5 m to small avens 3 m+ 
high that become too tight  - little promise for more passage.  
16.2 m surveyed.  Abseiled back to Pete. 
Pete and Simon then made way to Elevator Dig in New Icicle, 
Urchin Passage which was then surveyed.  Elevator Pitch 
proving more extensive (more of a rift than a pitch), than 
recorded.  Set up and dig at the base looking good. 47.03 m 
surveyed, somewhat more than the original 17 m in 2009 
survey - making Icicle even bigger! 
Exited and called at Bulls Head for a pint - a useful afternoon 
out. 

Simon Brooks & Pete Wagstaff 

WILLOW SWALLOWS PLANTATION SHAFTS 

Sunday, 17 August 2014 
Called at Bloors Barn Farm and met Mr. and Mrs. Cantrell, 
who were very obliging and remembered ‘Op Mole’ visiting 
the shafts in 1995.  Happy for us to cross their land but 
explained the “Wonderland Wood”, more commonly (and 
locally) known as Willow Swallows Plantation was not on 
their land , directing us to the nearby “Birkleys Farm’ and Mr. 
and Mrs. Frost.  Called to see Mr. and Mrs. Frost to find them 
not at home but their son was - he was happy for us to visit the 
shafts. 
Shaft No. 2 was descended to find that the “small hole looking 
into an un-explored passage/chamber” was in fact a 
connection into a mined out stope/vein.  Other side passages 
proved to be short mined veins/cavities of little interest - this 
shaft has very limited possibilities for natural. 
Move to N.W. end of plantation and Shaft No. 1.  This proved 
much more interesting.  At -22 m a good outward draught was 
present and the west wall of th shaft contained many voids 
filled with water worn rock and calcite.  At base of shaft -28 m 
the top of a sediment and rock filled passage or chamber was 
reached.  Potential ways on (with digging), to both N.W. and 
S.E. were noted, with N.E. offering easiest dig.  Very good, 
cool, outward draught was present. 
Took photos and exited, Pete Wag. undertook short 
dig/boulder removal at base to confirm situation. 
Exited, replaced concrete posts across shaft and returned to 
cars.  Ken returned to Hut whilst Simon and Pete called for a 
swift one at the Bulls Head. 
There are possibilities of digging at the base of Shaft no. 2.  
However, stempling/shoring of precarious stacked deads in 
bottom half of shaft would be required.  A good day out. 
Many thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Cantrell and the Frost family for 
permission to cross land and access shafts. 
Simon Brooks, Pete Wagstaff & Kenny Morton (surface 
support). 

Simon Brooks 
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COTTAGE WORK 

Sunday, 31 August 2014 
Fitted new gate at bridge.  Combined effort by Fred, Dick, 
Ken and Boyd.  Couldn’t re-fit bottom hinge so used tubing.  
See how it behaves and fit new hinge if necessary at a later 
date. 

Boyd 

OWL HOLE 

Sunday, 31 August 2014 
Did a bit of digging in lower chamber. 

Ken 

P8 

Saturday, 6 September 2014 
Jack and myself on a wandering trip in P8.  Water levels quite 
low and rather smelly. 

Down to the sump and up various side passages.  Out again 
after less than 2 hours. 

Boyd 

OWL HOLE 

Sunday, 7 September 2014 
Kenny and myself went and did some banging in lower 
chamber to make the rift bigger.  Can still see it going over the 
infill for a distance.  A lot of work but what else can we do 
without written permission from David Cameron? 
Had a look in the first dig we did there and was surprised how 
much we had done and the final chamber’s formations as it’s 
been years since I was last in there. 

Mick Chambers 
(Yes, I’m still alive and kicking.) 
 

WHALF PIPE / HILLOCKS 

Sunday, 7 September 2014 
Steve Rostance, Jack and new member Joe Gaffney plus 
myself on a short SRT ‘training’ trip. 

Rigged Engine Shaft and the others descended.  I then rigged 
Whalf Pipe Climbing Shaft and met them below for a wander 
around. 

We all prussiked out of the climbing shaft after a trip of 
around 3 hours. 

Boyd 

GIANTS 

Saturday, 4 October 2014 
Phil Wall, Ashley Richardson) (Mk 2) (New Prospective 
Member) and myself over to Giants. 

Place frantic with led group but luckily only a Notts Uni group 
down Garlands. 

Via the Crabwalk – with only me getting stuck – and, 
investigating all the sumps on the way, we headed through the 
crawls and traverse to top of Geology. 

Then back via the Upper Route and the Windpipe, as horrible 
as ever, traversed to Garlands. 

Finally out after clambering over and around about 50 people 
in the entrance series. 

TUG: about 3 hours 

Boyd 

OXLOW CAVERNS 

Sunday, 5 October 2014 
After the Half Yearly meeting.  A very late start to an Oxlow 
trip. 

Phil Wall, Jack Barratt, Steve Rostance and myself at the 
entrance at 3pm to find it rigged. 

Rigged our own gear and passed a Dudley party exiting as we 
got to the ‘col’ below pitch 3. 

Took Steve along to West Chamber so he could get some 
photos and also SRT practice on the way out.  Then a quick 
turn round and headed out; fortunately met the Dudley group 
of novices at pitch one and had about a 1½ wait before we 
could exit around 7pm, just before it got dark. 

Even so, a good trip and plenty of SRT practice. 

Boyd 

HILLOCKS MINE 

Thursday, 9 October 2014 
Met Steve R and Yinka (another prospective member) plus 
Ashley R (Mk 2) at 10am at the cottage. 

After the heavy rain of the last few days we decided to give P8 
a miss and went to Hillocks. 

Underground about 11:45am into the ‘oildrum’ and laddered 
the two pitches down to the lower levels.  Spent some time 
wandering around and doing some photography.  Finally 
exited about 3:30pm. 

Boyd 

HILLOCKS 

Friday, 10 October 2014 
Quick visit back to Pitch one in Hillocks to collect gear left 
yesterday.  About 20 minutes underground. 

Boyd 

HILLOCKS MINE 

Sunday, 19 October 2014 
Went with Steve Rostance and Jack over to Hillocks area.  
Rigged Whalf Engine and Climbing Shafts. 

Steve and Jack down ‘Engine’ and I met them at the bottom.  
Short rope on 90ft but managed to climb last eight foot.  We 
had a wander around all the usual passages and then we all 
prussiked the 210ft Engine Shaft – largest pitch I’ve done for a 
while and found it hard work. 

I descended the Climbing Shaft again and derigged back to the 
surface.  A good trip of about 3 hours and gave Steve the 
chance to practice his SRT techniques. 

Boyd 

BLACKWELL DALE KEY 

Saturday, 1 November 2014 
Pete Mellors (DCA) has the key on loan. 

Boyd 

UPPER LATHKILL DALE 

Sunday, 2 November 2014 
Tour of mines and caves in upper Lathkill starting with Raven.  
Down the ladders to the Big Shaft and then up to the two 
natural old streamways.  These are smaller versions of the 
Water Icicle passage but easily fitted in by the Old Man. 
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Then out and down Ferndale to Ricklow Cave and a quick 
look at the crawl.  Rescued a frog from the calcite ramp and 
left him inside the gate within sight of daylight to give him 
chance to escape to the outside world if attracted. 

Then up the steps to Ricklow Mine to look at the fossilised 
limestone wall showing the example of the decorative stone 
once mined in this area. 

Then up to Boulder Pot for a trip down to both chambers at the 
bottom.  Water levels higher than last time (+2m), so no new 
prospects. 

Pete Wag & Charlotte Heaton 

P8 – DOWNSTREAM SUMP 

Sunday, 2 November 2014 
Self-porter to downstream sumps – Simon, Ash and Brian 
(South Wales) passed sumps 1-3, which had re-opened 
following recent heavy rain.  Simon and Ash installed bolt as 
added security belay for first ladder down into Sump 4.  Ash 
and Brian dived Sumps 4 and 5 (which were also open) to 
reach P8 No 6 and a flooded Budgie Pot – cave beyond here to 
Cresta Run would be flooded, so they returned. 

Meanwhile Simon stayed in P8 No 4 and installed bolt to 
support final section of fixed ladder into Sump 4 as original 
(circa 1983/84) bolts and fixings looking decidedly rusty. 

All returned through Sumps 3 – 1 and made a steady self-
porter exit from cave – good productive trip. 

Simon Brooks, Ash Hiscock & Brian (S Wales CDG). 

Simon Brooks 

WATER ICICLE 

Thursday, 27 November 2014 
Track is now too wet to drive all the way up as Simon B found 
out.  Uneventful digging not productive due to solid nature of 
way on.  Roof is the only easy digging.  Need to persuade the 
solid wall with drill assistance. 

Pete Wag, Simon Brooks, Simon Wynne, Phil Walker. 

Pete Wag 

OWL HOLE 

The sights were nothing short of amazing, stalagmites ‘n’ tites, 
curtains and calcite everywhere. 

We saw pigs trotters, dragons teeth and something that 
resembles a giant squid.  The Cristal Pallas was beautiful.  The 
climb in and out was a lot like hard work but we loved it all 
the more. 

A very big thank you to Ashley for a day we will never forget. 

Ashley Richardson, Dave Garth & Pete Collier. 

Dave Garth 

WATER ICICLE 

Saturday, 20 December 2014 
A quick trip down Water Icicle with 2 Mendip cavers for a 
visit to the NW Passage extensions. 

Karen and Keith Slatcher were also on a trip to reinstall the 
bicycle winch at the bottom of the Elevator. 

Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon + 2 Mendip 
cavers. 

Paul Lydon 

 
 
 
 
 

LIBRARY ADDITIONS 2014LIBRARY ADDITIONS 2014LIBRARY ADDITIONS 2014LIBRARY ADDITIONS 2014    
 
 

Books & Leaflets 

 
Originator/Author Title Vol. ISBN etc.  

No. 

Date Publ. Acc. 

No. 

Cat/Ref.1 

Berliner 
Höhlenkundliche 
Berichte 

Caves & Karst of the Pensinsula 
Malaysia, A Register. 2nd. Edn.  

54 1617-8572 2014 Berliner 
Höhlenkundliche 
Berichte 

1071 V7.43 

 
 

Periodicals 

 
Originator Title Vol. No. Date 

Bradford Pothole Club Bulletin 7 4 2013, Nov. 

Brit. Cave Res. Assn. Trans. (Cave & Karst Science) 40 1 2013, April 

40 3 2013, Dec 

41 2 2014, April 

41 2 2014, Aug 
Brit. Cvg. Assn./Brit. Cave Res. 
Assn. 

Bull. (Speleology) 
19 2013, Dec. 

Cave Diving Group Newsletter 187 2013, April 

190 2014, Jan. 
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191 2014, April 

192 2014, July 

193 2014, Oct. 

Chelsea Spel. Soc. Newsletter 55 9/10 2013, Sept/Oct. 

55 11/12 2013, Nov/Dec. 

56 1/2 2014, Jan/Feb. 

56 3/4 2014, Mar/April 

56 5/6 2014, May/June 

56 7/8 2014, July/Aug 

56 9/10 2014, Sept/Oct 

Derbyshire Caving Assn. Nl. (The Derbyshire Caver) 134 2014, Spring 

135 2014, Autumn 

Descent 234 2013, Oct/Nov. 

235 2013/14, Jan/Dec. 

236 2014, Feb/Mer. 

237 2014, April/May 

238 2014, June/July 

239 2014, Aug/Sept 

240 2014, Oct/Nov 

Grampian Spel. Group Bulletin, 5th. Ser. 1 1 2014, March 

Grampian Spel. Group Newsletter 156 2013, Dec. 

157 2014, Mar. 

158 2014, Aug. 

Masson Caving Group Newsletter (Masson News) 2013, Oct. 

2013, Nov. 

2013, Dec. 

2014, Jan. 

2014, Feb. 

2014, Mar. 

2014, April 

2014, May 

2014, June 

2014, July 

2014, Aug 

2014, Oct. 

Shepton Mallet Caving Club Journal S13 2 2012, Autumn 

South Wales Caving Club Newsletter 129 2012/13 

130 2014, March 

Speleogica Societa Italiana Speleologia 69 2013, Dec. 

70 2014, June 

Univ. Bristol Spel. Soc. Proceedings 26 2 2014 

 
 

Orpheus Publications 

 
Originator Title Vol. No. Date 

Orpheus Caving Club Bulletin 85 2013, Mid. Oct 

86 2013, Nov. 

87 2013, Dec. 

88 2014, Jan. 

89 2014, Feb. 

90 2014, Mar. 

91 2014, April 

92 2014, May 

93 2014, June 

94 2014, July 

95 2014, Aug/Sept 

96 2014, Oct 

Orpheus Caving Club Newsletter 46 10-12 2011, Oct/Dec 

47 1-12 2012, Jan-Dec 
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OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2014OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2014OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2014OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2014    
 
 

 

The OCC Committee 
 

Chairman: Boyd Potts 
chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Secretary: Chris Jackson 
secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Treasurer: Tricia Webber 
treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Librarian: Simon Brooks 
librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff 
lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk 

 

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher 
rooneytoons@ntlworld.com 

 

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips 
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com 

 

Committee Members: 

Doug Hobbs: 
doughobbs@gmail.com 

Paul Lydon: 
paul@potholer.org 

 
Hostel Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts 

bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 
 

 

 

Representatives & Keyholders 

 

OCC Reps to DCA Meetings: 
Boyd Potts 
Paul Lydon 
Karen Slatcher 

 

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings: 
Jenny Potts 

 

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings: 
Jenny Potts 

 

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings: 
Paul Lydon 

 

 

Tackle Store Keys held by: 
Boyd Potts, Ken Morton, 
Simon Brooks, Pete Wagstaff 
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher 
& Chris Jackson 

 

Library Cupboard Keys held by: 
Boyd & Jenny Potts, Simon Brooks 
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff 
Keith Slatcher & Karen Slatcher 

 

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by: 
Boyd Potts, Ken Morton 
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon 
Keith Slatcher 

 
 
 
 
 
 

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 50, NO 1-12, JANUARY-DECEMBER 2015 

This is the second of the five back-issues – 2013, 2014, 2015 and two for 2016 - to bring the Newsletter up to date.  If you sent in 
any write-ups or articles for 2015 or 2016, please sent them on to me – otherwise you are likely to end up reading mostly my own 
write-ups! 

B&W surveys and maps are welcome, as are B&W drawings.  We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per 
issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well.  If you can email your article 
that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat! 

Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to: 

Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire  DE4 2DH 

 

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 
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ORPHEUS IN MALLORCA ORPHEUS IN MALLORCA ORPHEUS IN MALLORCA ORPHEUS IN MALLORCA ––––    12121212----19 APRIL 201419 APRIL 201419 APRIL 201419 APRIL 2014    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Formentor Peninsula 

Loading Dave up before a trip into Cova Sa Campaña 

Keith at the head of the second pitch in Cova Sa Campaña Formation in Cova Sa Campaña 

Looking back over Cala Figuera 

Paul & Tricia on the Alcúdia Peninsula 
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ORPHEUS DIGS 2013/14ORPHEUS DIGS 2013/14ORPHEUS DIGS 2013/14ORPHEUS DIGS 2013/14    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

May 14 – Phil Walker at dig face in Oh No Choke 

2013 - Doug Hobbs moving a skip in Oh No Choke 

May 14 – Phil Walker in Oh No Choke 

Aug 14 - Pete in Batty Farbers Aven 

A very interesting overlay 

of the Water Icicle survey 

on Google Maps, put 

together by Chris Jackson 

in 2014. 

Note the large shakehole 

at bottom right, not too far 

from the Oh No Choke 

dig! 


